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umanities
"By Libby smitl)
For the Chanticleer
Coastal will see its biggest building
yet in fall 2001 . with the completion of a
18 million facility.
Humanities departments will no
longer be scattered all over campu . The
114,021-square-foot building will hou e
the offices and classrooms for the
departments of art Engli h. history.
music, religion, geography, philosophy.
political cience and thea er.
Only one branch of humanities will
not be in the building. foreign language.
With the location of the foreign language
lab, it makes more ense for that
department to remain in the Prince
Building. The Waccamaw Center for
Cultural and Hi tori cal Studie will al 0
tay in the Prince Building.
The new facility will include a recital
hall, art studio space, a "bla k box"
theater for student productions. and 57
classrooms.

a
Several plan for the vacant space left
by the relocated humanitie departments
are being reviewed. "We are tudying
several plan " aid John Idoux, Vice
Pre ident of Academic Affairs. The Art
Building may become a space for media
er ices, such as photography. video and
te1evision. With the move of the Engli h
and phi)osophy departments, the library
will reclaim their pace to include the
entire second floor. Kimbel Library

FIRST FLOOR

The" y Coastal" conce t
student life to the Internet

ses

By Erin Collins
For the Chanticleer
"1 gotta check my e-mail."
In the future this student won't have
to trek across campus to check e-mail.
Information Technology Services i
currently working on a project to make
Coastal e-mail web-based.
The current system does not give a
lot of options and account problems
continuously arise. Acce sing accounts
off-campus is also not an easy task. The
new web-based system, to be named My
Coastal, will offer students several
options when logged on.
"Not only will it be e-mail but a
webpage as well, customized for each
student" said Dave Bryon, director of
academic computing in ITS.
When a student logs on, a Coastal
website will display information
including grades, schedules, a campus
map, calendar of events, student services,
links and e-mail. The system is operated
through a web address and is accessible
from any location.
"I really would like to see this website

originall lost their pace hen the
Engli h department had no other location
a ailable to them.
The Little Theater in the Admi ion
Building in be r novated into the
Financial Aid Ofiice bile the Pro 0 t
and Academic Office will b expanded
into the old Financial Aid pa e.
Thi addition will permIt all of Fm
Arts and Humanitie to be under on r f.
n to fall 2 1 begin .

By Jen Coffin
come to Coastal becau e it eern to offer
a lot to the u er and it will let me become
more technologically' n olved on and off
campus," said athan Woodworth
ophomore marine science major.
Although the propo al i six month
in the making, Bryon said that their goal
i to have the system running by Fall
2000. The transition will take time
because ITS is preparing to handle
problems that may arise while traIl ferring
the current accounts to My Coastal. The
issues of losing save e-mail from ALAN
and CHANTS user and eliminating the
use of two usemames are trying to be
avoided during the change.
hI am really glad to be wor .ng on thi
website because I think the technology
and the convenience will be very helpful
to the students" said Steve Ayala an ITS
staff member.
Ayala said another proposal to allow
students to register for classes over the
internet is being worked on. Students
would be able to sign up check for open
seats and drop classes, just as an advisor
would.

The Chanticleer
Coastal recognized Philip L. Edward ,
Thomas W. Edwards Paul Malone and Ma
Ho ard Wall at I 14th annual Founder Day
Con ocation
onday March 6 in the
Wheelwright Auditorium.
Thi annual conv ation initiated in 19 7.
Coa tal honors people who ha e made
significant contribution and upported the
university.
James Johnson, a longtim member of the
Coastal Educational Foundation and the HoD)'
County Higher Education, delivered the
con ocation addres .
Philip L. Ed ards and bi brother. Thomas
Williams Edward
ere in trumental in
e tabli hing the illiam -Brice Phy ical
Educational Center, as ell as the Uni er ity
Paul Malone ha been a mem r of the
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Gras festivities heat up in New Orleans

By Mana Pav.elek
For the Chanticleer
Public drunkenness,
nudity, and dancin' in the
streets! Spring break? No,
Mardi Gras! College
students won't be the only
ones letting it all hang out in
March. People of all ages
will converge to New
Orleans for the annual Mardi
Gras festivitie .
"You wil1 definitely see
something you're not used
to," said Triniti Dufrene, a
Coastal student and nati ve of
New Orleans, "It's always
fun!"
A lot of p~ople think
Mardi Gras, a pre-Lenten
festival, is just a one-day
event, but it actually spans
about three weeks. The
celebrations have already
started with a children's
parade, dubbed "Little
Rascals," on Feb. 12. There
are elaborate parades and
parties day and night and on
the weekends before the
final day of Mardi Gras,
known as "Fat Tuesday."
The
parades
get

progres~ively b~~ger ~nd
better, WIth celebntJes flymg
in to be on some of the floats
.
Festivities are not confined to
a few streets. Celebrations
go on throughout the entire
city, the suburbs and the
outskirts for about a 50-mile
radius.
"Some parade routes run
eight miles, others are as long
as 15 or 20 miles and can last
up to 2 and a half hours," said
Dufrene. "If you time it right
you can definitely hit more
than one parade."
Crowds are usually
shoulder to shoulder and
many of the streets become
are blocked off after 6 p.m.
"If you don't lock arms .
with the people you're with,
you'll
definitely
get
separated,'; said Dufrene.
She also cautions people to
be street-smart and safe
while there and don't walk
alone.
Locals know that to get a
good spot along the parade
route, one has to stake out
territory the night before.
Many people literally rope
off areas for their families

and will sleep there the night
Unless
you
have of airfares are jacked up include the people in beds.
before
Ladders with reservations or know d '
hi'
"You can't t
fi
.
unng t s tIme.
M d' G
'f ge ~w~y rom
specially made seats are set someone who lives there,
Last year Dufrene '5
ar 1 ras 1 you re In New
up for children to sit on, so you will have to wait until mother did a body count of Orleans," said Dufrene.
they ca n see a b ove th e next year's Mardi Gras. 25 friends~leeping on floors "There's traffic galore, it's all
crowds.
Every hotel is booked at least _. throughout their home during around you, it surrounds you
The preparations for a ye'\f in advance and prices Mardi Gras, and that did not and sucks you int It's a great
Mardi Gras go on throughout
experience!"
the year. Themes for parades
are developed, costumes are
designed, floats are created
or refurbished from last year,
the seco{ld highest choice for that I could go this year. I
and formal balls are planned. By Jordan Shamshak
college
students. Amanda also deserve a break from
There are costs of clothing For the Chanticleer
Levy is one of the many school. I'm going with my
for the formal ball and
It's that time all students planning to spend her week closest sorority sister and
buying throws. Throws are
the plastic beads, doubloons, . wait for and the excitement in Panama City. She and we're going to have a great
colored glasses, roses, cups, is building. Each year, seven of her friends are tim~," she said.
Nationwide, students
even underwear and panties students choose different taking four cars packed with
every
essential
that
they
will
look
forward
to spring break
that those riding on the floats vacation spots for spring
need
for
the
week's
vacation.
because
they
can pack their
toss to the cheering crowds.
break. Many students are
"We're
staying
right
on
bags
and
leave
all their
Crawfish boils, huge heading south to Panama
the
bea~h in a three bedroom worries and assignments
boxes of Popeye's fried City, Fla., Key West, Fla.,
chicken, daiquiris and beer Daytona Beach, Fla., and condo right in the middle of behind. At the same time,
where all the action will be. they must remember to make
are essential parts of the Savannah, Ga.
I'm
looking forward to wise decisions using good
Mardi Gras experience.
Along with expected
spending
the week with just judgment. There are many
King cake, a traditional spring break activities,
the
girls,"
said Levy.
temptations that a week's
Mardi Gras treat, is a large Savannah also offers a St.
Erin
Collins
will
spend
vacation can hold. Students
cinnamon braid twisted into Patrick's Day celebration.
her
Spring
Break
with
Levy
must
be able to balance
an oval, with a variety of This is a popular choice
in
Panama
City.
having
a good time along
fillings, such as cream cheese among students affiliated
"Since I went home last with common sense.
or apple, and topped with with a
purple, green and gold sorority and fraternity. Also, year, al1d all my girlfriends Wherever your spring break
colored icing.
students are headed for went to Panama City, I leads you, remember to relax
Panama City. lliis is rated decided to save money so and have a safe vacation.

Countdown to spring break

- - - Coastal Briefs

Business
seminars

Two free seminars will
be offered for. small
business owners. Thurs.
March 16, 9am to 4pm, will
be the tax information
seminar held in Wall 209.
The second seminar, March
21, 6 to Spm, will cover
financial,
legal,
technological,
and
management issues, held in
Wall 224.
To register, contact
Coastal's Small Business
Development Center at
3492169 or 349-2170.

Phi Sigma
Sigma
The ladieli of Phi Sigma
Sigma have been extremely
busy this month. We
participated in the Myrtle
Beach Marathon on Feb. 19,
made
and
deli vered
valentines to a nursing home
and held spring rush. We
would like to welcome our
new
members,
Tara
Arrowood, Delina Bishop,
Kelly Robinson, Kristen
Schulte :md TIffany Turner.
Welcome Xi Class! Our
chapter consultant was in

town last week, while she
was here, we volunteered at
the Myrtle Beach YMCA
and held a successful
carwash at Shuckers.
We had a great time at all
the Homecoming activities
last week. Congratulations to
our sister, Terri Gilmore and
Rob
Spino,
our
Homecoming Queen and
King.
Congratulations also to
Andy Anthony and Jamie
Banks, who made prince and
princess, and to our women's
basketball team who
defeated
Charleston
Southern and to the men's
team for a great season.
Good luck to both teams in
the Big South Tournament.
Thanks to Sigma Phi Epsilon.
for all they did for and with
us during the week of
Homecoming.
Heather Szymczak
and Leslie Wilson

Penny Wars
results
Sigma Sigma Sigma
would like to thank everyone
who participated in Penny
Wars this past. week. We
enjoyed watching everyone
dropping coins ·in people's

jars. The final standings are
as follows:
1. Pi Kappa Phi - by a whole
lot
2. Tau Kappa Epsilon
3. Delta Sigma Theta
4. Alpha Kappa Alpha
5. Gamma Phi Beta
6. Kappa Alpha Psi
7. Baptist Student Union
S. Phi Sigma Sigma
9. Coastal Productions
10. Sigma Phi Epsilon
11. NAACP
12. Ultimate Frisbee Club
13. SGA
14. SigmaNu
15. Pi Kappa Alpha
16. Upstage Company
Thanks again to everyone
who participated. Love the
sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
Heidi Stepzinski

The Writing Center
... because writers need readers.
{

.
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"Literature usually begets literature."
- Susan Sontag

Writing about literature isn't always as easy as
it may seem. Heck, not even we have all the
answers! But we do stock many guides and
handbooks to help you improve your writing
and, most importantly, your understanding.

+

Call ahead for an appointment
349-2937, or just stop by Prince 209

Chanticleer

Coa ta

Opportunites to
study in England
The summer of 2000 will mark
the 12th year in which CCU
students will have the opportunity
to study in Oxford and London for
Coastal credit
After landing at London's
Gatwick Airport, the group will
travel by mO,tor coach to check in
at Harris Manchester College,
Oxford. In addition to exploring
Oxford, trips are planned to
Stratford, Stonehenge, Winchester,
Bath and Blenheim Palace. After
13 daiS, the group will shift it
location from Oxford to London
and visit the centers of British
political life, including the Houses
. of Parliament, Buckingham Palace,
Whitehall.
Richard Collin's Images of
England: Politics, History, and
Society is offered as a module and
consists of six credit hours for
undergraduate study of three credits
for graduate study. The program is
academically demanding and
• preference is given to degreeseeking students and those students
taking the course for academic
credit.
The group will leave Myrtle
Beach for FaaJand July 8, 2(XX) aDd
return home on}uly 28. 1bi is aD
•

N

J

~

excellent opportunity -.to visit
EDJIaod. IT you like, you may visit
Dr. Collin in Wan 301-F, or call
349-2712. If you have any
questions about application
procedures or general questions
about travel, please do not hesitate
to visit the Office of international
Program, Prince 105, or call 3492054 and speak with Geoff Parsons.

1bank 0 to Adriene
of the university and the Office of
a phenomenal ee. Adriene
the Provost.
Application are available in the Gamma' homecomin chair. Sh
Office of the Provost, EMS 121. did an outstandingj and d rv
For more information, call 349- prai .
2086.

Gamma Phi Beta

Graduating students
may apply for excellence award
The Office of the Provost i
recei ving applications for the
University Faculty Academic
Excellence Award; until 4:30 p.m.
April 3. Thi award recognize
graduating students who ha e
accumulated a record of
outstanding acadenllc achievement.
The award will be presented at the
university'S annual Honor
Convocation at 7 p.m. April 24.
t Students eligible for this award
must satisfy the following criteria:
graduating in spring, summer or fall
2000, having earned a 3.5 or above
overall grade point average, and
submitting a completed application
form and a copy of transcript from
the Registrar's Office, endorsed by
a faculty member.
Application will be reviewed
and a selection made by a faculty
committee, representing the school

Dancers needed to
raise money fo
Children's Hospi al

Gamma Phi Beta hopes that
everyone had a great homecoming
week. 'The Gamma Girls had an
The first ann a Dance
outstanding sbo at all of the
available homecoming events. We Marathon, organized by S.T.A.R.
'11 be II a.m. to midnight Apri
had at least 10 girls at every e ent.
illiam Brice Gym.
We would Ii e to say at the
congratulation to Terry Gilmore Proceeds will benefit
McLeod
and Rob Spino for homecoming
king and queen.
Jenny Creque and Andy
Anthony, repre entative of
Gamma Phi Beta and Sigma u,
looked
amazing
on
the
homecoming court. You 0 are the
REAL king and queen in our eye .
The Gamma Girl too second
place at the step show with an
outstanding perfonnance. Than
you so much to Franklin Elli for thre band
choreographing and organizing
most. if not all. of the Gamma
n
Girl • step sho . Fran in Ellis i
one of the Gamma's fa orite men food dona ed from Papa John
on campus. We would like to say Shuc e and Alabama Grill.
we 10 e you Franklin!
A meetin for organizati n
Participating in homecoming S;POiDS<lI1Ilki a child'
7 p.m.
ee with Gamma Phi Beta as
Sigma u. We
would like to
thank you guys
for such an
Adnace Rqp.tratioa 0 M~ April 3 aad 1i
amazing wee .
will be limited aaonIiac to die foIIowiDs dedule:
Every one of the
April3: Scaion (90 CftICIit Jaoun _ IDOK :
Gamma Girl
Janion (60 to 89 CftICIit
).
had a great time
April 4. S.ho fa (30 to 59 cadit houri •
as usual.
ith
Jwaio (up to 29 Cftdit
):
you guy. As
EIizi"iliIJfor ~ IS - - " " - , mlllr1 «nW
alway we love
sboUld (X)ntact d1cir adviser to scbcduk an appoIn
adviser;
and ha~ the adviser' the
Rl:«isttarion 'orm OCIUR: rcgillCcriJ~ telll'dl!lJIC$.
you too!!
TrtnU.for snuJn.ts ~ finlln7ll-/nlrJbr.nu IS 2000 S/lmll--JJm..u ~WdwUh
their ~ +r Mmrh 22fOr rtp#rItJtm
2OIJ(J.

ion
community. AU ubmi sion hould
not exceed 300 words and must include name. phone number. and affilial10n to the university. Submi Ion
does nQt guarantee publication.
Chanticleer reserve the right to
edit for libel. tyle. and pace.
Article and editorial in ChanticLeerdonot nece sarilyexpres the
opinions of the university' tudent
body, admini tration, faculty, or staff.
ChanricLeer i upported by adverti ing revenue and the tudent
media committee. Advenising brochure available at reque t.

Tuicioa bilk d be III&iled eo 1DID' ~..wn. MlCII. . . . eo
• M.y Saaater:
• 17
• SaIIIaacr I and s.un-a- 8-"reekSclll~accn:

Office (
istrar
inglcron Building. room 1
.«£0/

(843)

~9-2019
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1999-2000 Big South Conference Men's Basketball
Through games ofFebruary 27,2000

1&
Team

W

Radford
Winthrop
Elon
Coastal Carolina
UNC Asheville
High Point
Liberty
Charleston Southern

12
11
7
7
7
5
4
3

fI;!}.- ~.-~

Conference
L
Pct.
2
3
7
7
7
9
10
11

W

.833
.786
.500
.500
.500
.357
.286
.214

Overall
L
Pct.
9
8
15
17
18
17
13
· 20

18
19
13
10
9
11
14
7

Other
Road
Neu

Home

.667
.704
.464
.370
.320
.393
.519
.259

9-1
13-1
11-2
5-4
8-3
8-3
10-4
6-6

Pla.l'er l~t'the 'Jeek

(~t'the

Roo/iie

Nick Mitchell, Charleston So., Junior, F, Hilton Head, SC
Mitchell scored 24 points to lead the Buccaneers to a seasonending win over Coastal Carolina. He also grabbed eight rebounds a block and two steals against the Chants. Mitchell
chipped in 20 points earlier in the week in a loss to UNC
Asheville. He has been the only player in the Conference to
be ranked among the leaders in scoring, rebounds, blocks
and steals all seasoo.

Streak

1-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
1-1
0-0
0-2

8-6
6-7
2-13
4-12
1-15
2-13
4-9
1-12

.I lecellt R.~slllts

J Elon 83, L iberty 78
Coastal rolina 73 ;"int rop 58
l CA 76, Ch.'!rleston Southern 61
2/24 Radford 74, H igh Point 65
2126 Elon 88, High Point 79
Winthrop 90, UJ. 'C Asheyille 50
Radford 68, Liberty 62
Charleston So. 71, Coa tal Car. 69

·- .J~.;jg~~Sollth Stlilldillgs

.

.. ~

.-~

W5
WI
W2
L3
Ll
L3
L3
WI

Italics Denotes Home Team

Bold denotes Conference game

VIJCIJlllillg Gllllles
2000 Adyanq Auto Parts Tournament
Thursday, Mardll
•
Gamel:

#4 UNC Asheville vs. # 5 Liberty, 7:30 p.rn.
Gamel:
#3 Coastal Car. vs. #6 Olarleston So , 10:00 p.rn.
Friday, March 3
GIIIM 3 {SDtUfiIuIlJJ:

JI eek

Wmnef Game 1 vs. #1 RadRlrd, 6:00 p.rn.
Game 4 {SDtUfiIuIl2J:
Wmner Game 2 vs. #2 Wmthrop, 8:30 p.rn.
Saturday, Mardl4
Game 5 (C/uurrpioItsIUp):
Wmner Game 3 vs. WIDDCr Game 4, 3:30 p.m.

Andre Smith, UNC Asheville, Freshman, G, Miami, F1a.
Smith tied a career-high 23 points to help lead UNCA to
victoty over Charleston Southern, its first road win of the
season He also grabbed a career-high seven rebounds and
dished out three assists against the Buccaneers. For the week
he shot 16-0f-19 from the line for 84.2 percent Smith is the
Bulldogs leading scorer in Conference games this season.

Tel

Vl....ro Live on ESPN

1999-2000 Big South Conference Women's Basketball
Recellt Re.,'uI1.'·

Through games ofFebruary 27, 2000

2121

Liberty 74, High Point SS
2/23 Radford 61, High Point S8
Coastlll Carolina 71, Winthrop 40
UNC Asheville 63, Charleston Southern 61
Liberty 73, Elon S7
2/26 Elon 70, High Point 62 (OT)
CoastJIl Carolina 54, Charleston So. 3S
UNC Asheville 66, Winthrop 61
Liberty 79, Radford 36
Italics Denotes Home Team
Bold denotes Conference game

.

VIJCOll1il1g GlIIlleS
2000 Adyapce Auto Parts Tournament
Thursday, March 2
Gamel:
#4 UNC Asheville vs. # 5 Elon, 9:30 a.m.
Game 2:
#1 Liberty vs. #8 High Point, noon
Game 3:
#2 Radford vs. #7 Charleston Southern, 2:30 p.m
Game 4:
#3 Coastal Carolina vs. #6 Wmthrop, 5:00 p.m.
Friday, March 3
Game 5 (Semijiuu I):
Wnmer Game 1 vs. Wmner Game 2, noon
Game 6 (Semifina/2):
Wnmer Game 3 vs. Wnmer Game 4, 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 4
Game 7 (Championship):
WmnerGarne6 vs. WmnerGame7, ll:OOa.m.
Televised Live: Fox Sports Net South, fITS

Big SOllth Stlll1tiil1..t.:s

Team

W

Liberty
Radford
Coastal Carolina
UNC Asheville
Elon
Winthrop
Charleston So.
High Point

12
9
9
8
6
5
4
3

Conference
L
Pct.
2
5
5
6
8
9
10
11

.857
.643
.643
.571
.429
.360
.286
.214

W

Overall
Pct.
L

20
11
18
9
13
9
8
6

.741
7
.407
16
.667
9
16
.360
14 . .481
18
.333
.308
18
.222
21

..

11-3
c ,.

.., v

12-2
~-8

6-7
6-7
5-6
2-10

8-2
4-8
5-7
5-8
6-7
2-10
2-10
4-10

Streak

1-2
2-2
1-0
0-0
1-0
1-1
1-2
0-1

W8
Ll
W2
W3
WI
L4
L2
L3

Pla.vel" oJ'the J~/eek

Rookie oJ'the JVeek

Tonisha Jackson, UNCA, Freshman, C, Lithonia, Ga.

Michelle Fricke, Liberty, Freshman, F, Maple Grove, MinD.
Fricke led Liberty to three wine.' is week, averaging 14 points per game and
6.7 rebolIDds. Fricke's efforts helped the Lady Flames clinch their third consecutive regular season title. She shot 62.1 percent from the floor and 71.4
percent from the free throw line. She posted her seventh career doubledouble with a 17-point 100rebound perfonnance against High Point

Jackson set career highs in points in both games last week, scoring 20 points
on 7-of-13 shooting from the field and 6-of-9 shooting from the line against
Charleston Southern. Jackson then set her career high in points again with a
27-point explosion against Wmthrop. She shot 10-18 from the field and 7of-9 from the line to help UNCA finish with a winning record for the second

H'JVJ1'. BigSouthSjJor1.\'. COlli

H!!me

Other
Road
~

.

i

Coming soon: The "tl(~ft, lnf'" ff "'~H;' ,.,,.lfltCff ~wcqft ufl
Enter to Win: Final Four Tickets or a Free One-Year Car Lease

CON FER ENe E
TM
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Frisbee takes flight

a

By Shawn Sessa
For the Chanticleer

By Brian Lowe
For the Chanticleer
As of Feb. 2, Ultimate Frisbee became the latest on-campus club
after a unanimous vote by the Student Government Association. 0
that the club is official, they are hoping to gain more student participation
and possibly travel to play in tournaments this spring.
'The more participation we get, the better we will be aid Joe Knothe
club_president.
The club plays every Sunday, Monday, Wedne day and Thursday at
4 p.m. at the intramural field. Ultimate Frisbee is a fast-paced non-contact
port with two football-like end zone . A goal is cored when a player
catches the disk in their team's end zone. This is achieved by ad ancing
the di c down the field using pas es only. Each time the di c i caught
the player must stop where they made the catch. Then the player has 10
econds to release the di c in a pa towards their teammate. Any
interception or when the disc touche the ground re ults in a change of
posse ion. All penaltie and foul in thi sport are called in the pirit of
the game, which means the di c holder calls them not a referee.
• For more information or to play call Joe Knothe at 347-9640 Paul
Banta and Jeff Cassel at 236-4680 or the club faculty advi or Scott
Harris in the marine science department.

t•

First there were the Roc ord
Peache and the Racine Belle ,and
orne to find out there i al 0 the
Coastal Carolina University oftball
team. You re ondering what I'm
talking about. Remember th mo .
.. A League of Their Own' where
young women came from all 0 er
the United State to form baseball
team while the gu
were off
fighting in th war? Well right here
in Conway we ha e our own league
of their own.
CCU oftball ha a
ell
dive ified team according to Je
Dannelly as ociat athletic director
and softball coa h.
Th SEC h chang d the fac
of oftball in th outheast in e th
organization added the port to their
program. There are 12 team in th
SEC and II no play oftball. He
also said that as the reason h
the oftbal1 team only ha one
enior.
uThat year the kids we recruited
hard lot sucked up by the SEC
Scbools that j
lidded ft 1,'

tape each year
cau
team' ucce in th confere
final and appearance . n h
region .
In recruitin playe
travel 0 D n er nd Bou d r
Colo., ar nd luI 4 t>eC:am;e

Department of

Campus

ecrea

2000 Intramural 5-0N-5 Basketball
Regular Season Final Standings
Mel', DrriiIII
WIN U& hiD
Mel'. DiYiiII m
WIN u.
1 &an:aIs
2 ApimtAll~
3 Sllba'Bms
4 SigmaNaI
5 Rod~
6 T.5
1 Siaq,I
I

T.smrr

•2
I

0
2
2
4
4

)

0

. .'. . . . 0
WIN U&
I PR·w.
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(Gym and
Room)
March 11
CLOSED

March 12
March 13-16
March 17
March 18

121
UI

pring Brea
Op ra

125
lOS

CLOSED
11.30 am - 8:00 pm
11:30 am -7;00 pm
Saturday
CLOSED
March 19
2:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Sunday
Gym will be closed March 1~20 due to IIoor repsl

March 11
CLOSED
arch 12
CLOSED
March 13-17 11:30 am -1:30 p
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
March 18
CLOSED
March 19
2:00 pm - 7:00 pm
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Lack of emphasis given to A world without contributions
of African Americans ~::~~~~~:er Ofan~heAli~:
Women 's HI-story Month
By Maria Pavelek
For the Chanticleer
Anyone ever heard of
Women's History Month?
Although March was
officially declared such in
1987, many people are
simply unaware of its
existence. For example, in
a small random survey taken
on campus, 34 out of 50
people have never heard of
ational Women's History
Month.
Some may view a month
designated solely to
women's history as yet
another attempt at political
correctness, but according to
the American Association of
University
Women,
"Women's history has
nothing to do with being
politically correct; it has to
do with being historically
accurate." One result of the
campus survey indicates a
need to promote women in

history. When asked to name
three important people who
are prominent historical
figures, 44 out of 50 persons
named men. In 1981, a Joint
Congressional Resolution
declaring a National
Women's History Week was
cosponsored by Sen. Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah) and Rep.
Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.).
In 1987, Congress expanded
the national celebration to the
entire month of March.
"This proclamation came
about at a time when the
women's movement needed
a boost. Since then society's
view of women's roles have
changed," said Mary Alice
Scherrer, professor of history.
In our local area, there is
a definite lack of emphasis on
the celebration.
The
Children's Museum in
Myrtle Beach does not have
anything special scheduled in
recognition of Women's
History Month. The Franklin

G. Burroughs-Simon B.
Chapin Art Museum does not
have any exhibits planned
directly related to Women's
History Month, though they
did for Black History Month.
The Horry County Museum
in Conway does not include
any exhibits because of
budget constraints.
If
someone were to create an
exhibit and donate it to the
museum, they would be
happy to display it, a
spokesman said.
There is more material
related to women and
culturally diverse populations
than was available in the past.
However, as Scherrer points
out, "Many history courses
are broad based, and more
often than not, teachers have
to make an effort to include
the
individual
accomplishments of women
in history since many texts
still do not routinely include
them."

Despite last month's nation was built on a slavecommemorative celebration ~. supported system. There
of Black History Month, we wouldn't be any cities with
as members of the African skyscrapers
because
American Association would Alexander Mills invented the
like to offer the following elevator, and without it, one
thought-provoking query, would find it difficult to
one which we think is reach such considerable
relevant to our society heights. There would be very
regardless, of the month, date few, if any, cars, considering
or year.
that Richard Spikes invented
Imagine if you would, a the automatic gear shift and
tale about a group of people Garret A. Morgan invented
who were fed up with the traffic signals.
African Americans. As a
Furthermore, one could
result of their disgust they not use the rapid transit
joined together and decided system because its precursor
to wish them away. After was the electric trolley,
wishing so hard, they found which Elbert R. Robinson
themselves in a sort of invented. America's writings
"twilight zone" where there would not have been
was in America without transported via mail because
African Americans. At frrst, William Berry invented the
these "visionaries" breathed postmarking and canceling
a sigh of relief.
machine. The yards of
At last, they said no more Americans would be unkept
crime, drugs violence, and for Joseph Smith invented
welfare. They are all gone! the lawn sprinkler and John
It makes you wonder... where Burr invented the lawn
would America be without mower. Homes would be
them? Very few CfOP.S would subject to poor ventilation
have flourisbed because the without Fredrick Jones'

Parker's invention of the
heating furnace. The floors
of their homes would be
fi~thy without Thomas W.
Stewart's mop. American
children would meet their
parents at the door
barefooted, shabby, motley,
and disheveled. But what
could one expect, Walter
Sammons invented the
comb, Lydia O. Newman
invented the brush, Sarah
Boone invented the ironing
board and George T. Salmon
invented the clothes dryer.
Lastly, they were resigned to
have dinner amongst such
turmoil, yet their food had
spoiled because John
Standard invented the
refrigerator and Benjamin
Bannaker invented the
filament contained in the
light bulb.
What would this world be
like, can you imagine?
Amazinglyenough all these
people were AFRICAN
AMERICAN! Wow! What a
difference!
African American
Association

Archarios wishes to thank everyone for submitting literary and art
piecesfor competition. Congratulations to the follOWing winners, who
will be publi bed in the upcoming issue:

Literary
Danielle Cau ·
yHia

Kendra Gilpatrick
Julie Ragsdale
Broo e Botterill
Leah
es Miller
HrinGawe a

Sarra Hins aw

Casey Janowski
Wade Beard
AarynMunso
Erin Ramsey

Angela Shaver

Tiffany Roman
Jennifer Coffin
Michael Allen
Bethany Deda
Sarah Kangarloo
Chaille E. Blount
Diana Hammond
Katie Parson
Steffonie Schreiber
Nicole D'Arcangelo
Caitlin Crawford-Lamb

Amy Adams

For more information, contact our office at 349.2328; ." us in Student Center 209; or email us at Archarios@coastal.edu.
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Professors ready to rno
OFFICE from Page 1
"I was moved into the
closet of Coastal when I
came here in 1989," said
Sandy Shackleford, chair of
the theater dep3rtment and
professor of upper level
perfonnance classes.
Shackleford will be
happy to settle in a more
pennanent space atter the
humanities building is built.
She-spent eight long years in
the office as big as a "closet,"
th~n stayed a year in a
slightly larger office, and has
been in her current
office for around one year.
"I'm lucky that I finally
have a window in this one,
~ey are hard to come by,"
she said.
Kimbel is not the only
problem on campu for
faculty.
Susan Slavic,
assistant professor of art and
art education feels the same
about her "small and dark,
cramped stall" in the art
building.
"I can still see rain marks
from where the ceiling
leaked all of last year,"
SlaVl·W',c.svt·
Some faculty find it
difficult to work in these run
down private office that are
o small.
"I need good office
space, art teacher like to
ave old projects and have
materials to work with for
their classes," Slavic said.

really hoping that my new
office will have room for all
of my books, becau e I never
throwaway scripts."
Wells wants space for
books, but he wi she he
could put two extra chairs in
his office. Then he could
actually talk to two tudents
at the arne time. This
building was not constructed
very well for uni versity
faculty, who need to have
room for conference with
students.
Well and Shackleford
were told that their offices
were temporarily ituated in
Kimbel. Talk of a new
humanities building has·been
passed around for more years
then Wel1s would like to
count.
. "The move is 0 late that
I'm more hurt than excited,'
he said.
Sometime ago Wells was '
chairman of a committee
speaking the needs of the
humanities department.
Their propo al for a ne
building did get funding. t
final funding never went
through. In the mean time,
the Kimbel offices were
deteriorating.
''We "ept thinking that we
were going to get a ne
building. The pIa e never got
new carpet or paint," Wells
said.

ot
only
did
administration lead tho e in
Kimbel to thin that the tight
quarters were temporary, but
the cenario was the arne for
the art building.
Slavic aid,' I was told,
when I came here that thi
pace was temporary.'
Her building i al 0 run
down with room that do not
even have windows, and
orne of the department i
ituated in trailer . Slavic
feel the univer ity need the
new building.
"I've been waiting and
he
I m excited to move
aid.
The ground breaking for
the new humanitie building
in February, but profe 0
and studen must wait for
the facility to be built.
Completion is estimated for
within the next two years
possibly Augu t 2001.
Finally the art, mu ic,
theater, history, English, and
the philo oph departments
will be able to interact in a
brighter place.
at only will e have
better
office
and
cWsrooms. but e on't
e arated from others in the
humanities' lavic aid.
Well
added,
• Its
general] a good rule to mix.
its ju t not health to separate
all ofu ."
The theater department is

she has a "small and dark aamped stat .
e cited to finall ha e a
central
T e
departmen
di per ed in Kim e.
Wbeelwrigh and the Prince
Building.
"It ha been horri I

Search for humanities dean
comes to an end
By Nicole D'Arcangelo
The Chantideer
Dr. Lynn Franken of
Butler University, has
accepted the position as the
new dean of humanities. She
will be leaving Indianapolis,
Ind., to join the Coastal
community July 1.
Departments within the
School of Humanities and
Fine Arts that will report to
Franken include art, English,
foreign languages, history,
music. philosophy and
religion, politics and
geography, and theater. Also,
the Waccamaw Center for
Cultural and Historical
Studies win report to her.
She will be responsible for all
administrative aspects of
these departments and the 65
full-time faculty members.

Presently, Franken serve
as the English department
chair at Butler University.
That is just one of the many
hats she wears. Aside from
being a professor of English,
she is the advisor of Sigma
Tau Delta, hac; heen a director
of various programs. and
once served as an associate
dean.
But how did we find such
a catch?
Well, after
nationwide advertising and
recei ving
over
100
applications, the search
committee got to work. The
search committee was made
up of eight faculty, Dr.
Valgene Dunham, dean of
Natural
and Applied
Sciences and Timothy

1iouzel. This committee
sifted through the many
cover letters and resume and
evaIuaieC the applicants until
they were left with a small
group.
With that group the
committee made reference
calls and phone interviews.
Finally, they came to a group
of three candidates that they
invited to Coastal for a two
day interview session.
Franken had the winning
quality
"the
best
combinatio of experience,"
aid Dr. John Idoux, vice
president of academic affairs
said. 'She seemed to fit best
for what we were looking for
at thi time.

C

Roman city of Bath
St~atford-upon-A on
London

a~"~·

Stonehenge

and more!

"Image of England: Po i ics,
i tory and ociety"· six cred it
ours for undergradua e study or
th~ee credits for graduate study
Formo
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Only thing the officers saw was that we were black
As yet another "Black
History Month" comes to an
end, I remain appalled and
in utter amazement from an
incident that occurred
recently.
Four friends and I, while
en route to Aorence, Friday,
Feb. 18, 2000 around 12:45
a.m., were pulled over in
Aynor by officers of the
Aynor Police Department
for what seemed at the time
to be a minor traffic
violation. As the police
officer approached our
vehicle, we began preparing
the required documents:
driver's license, registration,
and proof of insurance.
Once at the driver's side
window, the police officer
said he had 'c1ocked' us
going 52 mph in a 45 mph
speed zone. The driver
attempted to rea ure the
officer that he had no
intention of committing
such a speeding violation,
but was unaware that the
speed limit had in fact
changed from 50 mph to 45
mph. In order to verify the
authenticity
of
tbe
documents we had pesented
him, the officer proceeded
back to his vehic1e to do
what he referred to as
"running a check."
Anxiety slowly arose
within the vehicle as"we sat
for nearly 20-25 minutes
awaiting the verification of
our documents. Baffled at
what could be taking so long
to "run a check" we sat
contemplating what possible
problems could have arisen
as we watched yet another
police vehicle arrive with
two more officers who were
identifiable as Horry County
Police officers. We watched
in fear as they exited their
car and the officer whom we
had given our documents
proceeded toward our
vehicle once again. He
asked that the driver step out
of the vehicle and spread his
arms placing them ~>n the
hood of the car while
spreading his legs open for
a body search. He then
proceeded to hand cuff the
driver and place him in the
police vehicle. Then,' one of
the police officers who had
just arrived came around to
the passenger side of the
vehicle and asked that I step
out and do the same with the
exception of the latter:
"

handcuffs and being placed
in the patrol car. During this
body search they removed
my wallet, keys, and all
personal
belongings
within my
pockets,
through
which they
searched,
placing them on the hood of
the vehicle. The other
officers were in the process
of going through the same
procedure with the three
other passengers who were in
the back seat.
Questioning their motive,
we asked what the problem
was. They answered with
what I will refer to as the first
lie, "Did you know he did not
have his license?" As we
thought to ourselves, "How
could that be, he gave him the
license when we were first
stopped?" The officers
directed us to go and stand
in front of the patrol car. We
watched in amazement as
three officers: one in front,
one in back and one in the
trunk; proceeded to search
the entire vehicle placing
compact discs, cassettes,
books, and other personal
items on the top of the
vehicle in search for what
they referred to as "anything"
stating, "Are you sure there's
no 'weed' in here?" Are we
going to find any weapons?"
And one directed specifically
at me, "Do you just let
anyone drive your vehicle?"
To which all the answers
were unquestionable "Nos."
To their obvious surprise,
they were unable to recover
anything that remotely
resembled contraband.
The officer that had
originally pulled us over,
asked that he have my
driver's license in order to
"run a check." The check
confirmed my driver's
license was valid prompting
the officer to instruct us that
we could "be on our way."
With obvious concern for
what was to be done with the
original driver, we asked
what the problem was once
again and why they had not
released him from the
vehicle. The officer stated
the second lie, that the
driver's . license ' I was
suspended indefinitely and
that they would be taking
hi~ to I J. Reuben Long

Detention Center for the
night. He also infonned us
that he would be required to
stay overnight because he

department on this situation,
they lied again saying they
got the numbers mixed in the
license that they called in.

someway acceptable? Are
we to avoid these town for
fear that it will happen again
because it is inherently
inevitable?
Well, lam
sorry. This is
the year 2000,
a new day and
a new time. It
must be said
and known that this is
unacceptable behavior that
will not be allowed to
continue. People say racism

...step out of the vehicle and spread his arms,
placing them on the hood of the car while
spreading his legs open for a body search.
wouldn't be able to see a
judge until the following
morning. However he did
give us directions on how to
get there.
Once at the detention
center, they ran another
check on the driver's license
and to, not surprisingly, at
least to us, were unable to
bring up any delinquent
infonnation in regard to the
driver's driving history, to
include: no record of a
suspended license, no record
of unpaid traffic tickets,
nothing, nothing at all. So
why, you may ask, was he
hand cuffed and taken in on
nonexistent charges? Why
were we searched? Why was
our vehicle searched? Wby
were we treated as commoe
criminals?
We asked
ourselves those questions
everyday. Yet, the answer
that prevails is that we are
black. It sounds simple and
definitely outdated but it is
the only explanation.
The only thing the
officers saw when they
stopped us was that we were
black. This type of racial
profiling brought about all
that occurred that night.
They did not see that we
were respectable, educated,
harmless, young men. Five
young black men is what
they saw and used to warrant
a search of our bodies and all
our personal belongings. Is
this right? No.
. We are learning new
information everyday on the
situation we were put in. It
turns out that officers are
required to state reason for a
search of your vehicle, and
allow for acceptance of or
refusal of any such search,
when there are no visible
signs of illegal substances or
items. Also, we have learned
that one of the guys we
thought was a police officer
was not, and in fact was as
the officer put it, '1ustoneof
my friends riding around
with me tonig~t." In
I contacting
the police

Yet, how could that be when
the names wouldn't match if
it were another license
number.
Sufficed to say, we are not
going to allow this to just
happen without doing or
saying anything. For if it
happened to us, to who else
has it happened! hoe many
people have just over looked
it and written it off as the way
things are? I was surprised
that when I told this story to
my friends and family
members, many of them said
that we should have known
better. What does that mean?
Am I to believe that just
because we were black going
through a redneck town that
the way we were treated is in

is dead, but it's not. It is just
hidden. There are no words
to describe the way we felt
that night. It is forever
imbedded in my mind and in
my heart. I get down on my
kne~s every night and pray
that my kids will never have
to feel that way. "If not us,
then who? If not now, then
when? If not here, ·then
where? Are the questions we
all must ask ourselves
occasionally.
Bryan Pryor

Local horse farm seeks

r

Experienced
rooming and exercising
school and/or young orses
Must be hu tseat oriented and
W· be riding ponies thru la

CALL 50-

85a

perienced.
horses.

ime, leave msg.
.

.

Find the Answer!
Sunday Evening Campus

Mass
Mar. 19
Mar. 26
Apr. 2

Apr. 9
Apr. 16
Apr. 30

7:30 p.m.
Admissions Building - Room 005
All Welcome!!!!!!!

Sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry Association
(Newman Club)
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ignorance
thi~g.

n a

I must gi

props to my
friend Assia for c
ng up with the
idea for my column. (She was doing
a paper on this and
ed my friend,
Lena, and I if ignorance is good.)
Also, I must thank Lena for
suggesting that I
'te about it in
my column.
Now, is ignorance good? When
I was frrst asked this question, I
immediately thought, "Of course
not!" Then, when I started to
actually think about it, I realized
that sometimes ignorance is a
blessing. For example, I really
don't want to know when I'm going
to die. If I knew when I was going
to die, 1 would probably go insane.
I would completely tres out
because I would always be thinking
about it Another example of where
ignorance is good is not knowing
that a nuclear war is going to occur.
I certainly would not want to know
about it, e pecially ince there
wouldn't be anything I could do to
stop it. Al 0 think about this, no
that we have a good bit of
technology, cienti t can become
aware of a huge asteroid on a
collision course with earth wee
maybe en month before it hit .
Do you reall want to know thi ? I
think this would cau utter chao .
Only 10 more days till the end let'
go crazy. I would b happier n t
knowing.
Though ignorance i not
completely a bad thing, I would ay
mo t of th time it i I thin' being
ignorant about other people'
culture and behef i not good.
People tend to b a raid of what
they don't know. How el e could
human being completely laughter
other human beings 0 mercile ly?
If you look at history, everal times

.

.

.\

, ·1·;··.·.· ·- ..·· '. ··" .·
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Lua Kozlow
The Chanticleer
it has happened that one culture gets
into contact with a completely new
culture and completely de troy the
new culture out of fear becau e i
is so different.
I have experienced a bit of this
ignorance in a town that I lived in.
When I frrst came to the town, I was
not liked becau e I was not from
there, and I had different customs
and beliefs. eedless to ay, I was
not treated very nicely the whole
time I Ii ed in that town which
happened to be and a half year .
I never did anything to anybody, yet
many insi ted on making my life
miserable becau e they had no
tolerance for anybody different
from them. I would always eagerly
answer their que tion a out m
belief and culture, but apparently
it ju t went through one ear and then
out the other. They didn't care. I
was different and therefore I didn t
matter to them. That i one case
where ignorance was not good.
o erall ignoran e i bad. In
orne ca e being ignorant can ave
one a lot of tre , but in other case
ignorance can hurt people. The
problem i deciding what one need
to know and what one doesn't need
to know.
* Ju t a note. I will be in Haifa
L rael during pring break and the
wee' after on pilgrimage with m}
mother. I will be writing about my
experience as oon as I get ba '. I
hope all of you have a wonderful,
fun, and afe spring break! Until
next time! (Y:ou can e-mail me at
Coastal ew @yahoo.com

II tkete lorn etk;"6 ,fll;n6 olt off tkil

lernertet! Ate yolt itckin6 to te" tke
Co.trta' 1V0tJJ a~oltt ,t!
J'enJ yoltt feHetl to tke eJitot
"ia e-rnai' to:
ckanticfeGt CCltcl.coartaf.eJIt

minute to repl 0 th
The rea tion to Go eroor Bu h
ords appalled me.' I am a fan 0
Go . Bu h ho e , I ill tr) to
ta 'e a neu al tandpoint on thi
matter. I read thi per on article
and it eemed to me that he was
very bia ed and writing 'ithout
thought. After reading the article I
felt compelled to not only tell the
truth to CCU tudent. but to
hopefully verbally" mac .. that
author bac into reality.
First of all. Gov. Bush i what
you call a con ervative. Do you
know what a conservative i ? I'll
tell you what, there are many thing
that make a conservative hat hel
she i • but the main thing i
ob iou ... CO SERVATI E
VALUES
D BELIEFS! Doe
that seem all that hocking to you?

Any in erest in in
students 0 joi
Dear Editor,
I read with intere t Lua
Kuzlow' Coastal F rum column
in the Feb. 22 i sue of the
Chanticleer. I was sorry to be out
of to n the
ee
of the
"Celebration of Inquiry." From all
reports, we missed a great e ent!
Lua s as ertion that th e en
break the mono onou routin of
daily cia e and gi e an
opportunity to mingle with the
pubJi and explore i ue of mutual
interest ugge ted an idea to me.
There are man of u
ho

Student Govern
from the des
Pete i out of town for the
Student Alumni Amba ador'
(SAA) conferen e, 0 he a ed m
to write a column in hi ab en .
First I want to than' Coa tal
Produ tion
tudent Affair, the
Alumni Offi e G . and e ery ne
who parti ipated in homecoming to
make it a tremendou uc e .
Congratulation ar in order for
Terri Gilmore and R b pi no wh
ere cho en a
our ne
home omin queen and king.
Her are om imp rtant date
to keep in mind: Mar h 9 'DUI: a
po erfu1 Ie on' pre ented b '
ar' Sterner.
arch 2 -29 G
election, and April
Marathon.
Earlier thi
application and the fir t que lIon
mad me thin' about ho I ~ I

participate each
Extended Leamin
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Following The Academy Awards, Part II:

My picks for the less popular nominations
By Gretchen Fowler

this summer. When heading everyone who has won Best
with my broom over to sweep Actor and Actress for the
the theater showing The Sixth Screen Actors Guild has won
Do you ever wonder why Sense on its first weekend. for The Academy as well.
and how The Academy (Hey, don't laugh about the Think there might be a link
chooses its nominations? Is sweeping - I get to see free there? Of course, we have
it because of a film's artistic movies !). The audience was The Golden Globe Awards,
value, its commercial appeal, absolutely enthralled by the an industry event like The
or its social importance? Or film. Word got around, and Academy Awards, and better
is it because the head guy at pretty soon, the summer known to the general
Miramax Film Company sleeper was sold out.
audience than the critics or
campaigned his nominated
But popularity doesn't the guild awards, they also
fIlm like it was his very life guarantee chance for are very reflective of the
he was begging for (aka The nominations, I mean, a crowd academy's choices.
Cider House Rules)? Of pleaser like Austin Powers or
Many Academy voters are
course, there are the "fans" Runaway Bride, thank god, too lazy too see all the films
the audience, who has little chance of with possible contenders, so
dogmatically want their recognition. No element of they take the easy way out
favorites to win. (I confess serious filmmaking makes it and vote in reflection of The
to being a bit of that sort.)
a no-no for nominations.
Golden Globes' choices. The
As shown with the Save those films for the Academy does not see many
nomination of The Sixth BlockBuster Entertainment of the year's films, especially
Sense for Best Picture, the Awards.
the smaller independent ones,
audience does have some
The Guild Events include and, therefore, tends to pick
power over The Academy everything from The Screen more commercial films.
voters. The film was directed Actors Guild to the
I know this is all useless
and written by an unknown, Cinematographers Guild; jumbo to most, but I follow
and not marketed to cause these choices are the most all this with my usual dorky
such a stir of fans. The reflective of The Academy, as interests. It really is a lot of
audience discovered this the voting members make up fun, as r ve said, its like
sixth sense! I can verify that of many of the Academy keepinl up with • sport. In
from working at a cinema voters. For the past tWo years, Part I· of tlli, article, I
_____________________________________________________________
The Chanticleer

JEN COFFIN I Editor-in-Chief

Professor of the Year,
not high on the agenda
Apparently no one sent me the memo
about voting for Coastal's Professor of the
Year.
The other day, I almost tripped on an old
beat up voting box on the floor of the
Student Center labelled with a tom paper
sign. Scrawled in third grade handwriting
on the sign was "Vote for Professor of the
Year" and in the corner, "sponsored by
SGA."
It looks like they recycled the sign from
years past in order to save time and, maybe,
trees. Although I do admire their recycling
technique, the whole operation seems to
have been thrown together in a lame effort,
like, 'Oops, we forgot we had to do this
now.' I guess the pathetic box wasn't good
enough to be placed on a table either. Oh,
and the sign is tom because the original word
"sponsored" was misspelled. Oops again,
let's quickly remedy that one.
This award was, in fact, forgotten about.
Nominations should have started a couple
of weeks ago. Someone reminded SGA
about it and then they scrambled around to
get it together.
For such a prestigious award, why did
SGA do such sloppy work? I think its an
insult to the Professor of the Year to spend
a few rushed minutes to set this up. There is
no indication of how long you are able to

vote or anything. Basically, you fill out a sheet
of paper, slip it into the box and hope for the
best. How do you know who wins the award?
You probably won't. I doubt there will be
any publicity about it.
I was also baffled by the word choice. I
have always thought students could nominate
the professor. However, the year 2000 marks
the beginning of "voting" for the professor
of the year. In Webster's dictionary, nominate
is: to propose for appointment to an office or
place. Vote is: a choice or opinion of a person
or body of persons expressed by a ballot.
Similar, but they are two different forms of
choice. A nomination suggests a choice, while
a vote is more advanced and it finalizes the
choices. And who sponsored this again? Oh,
right, SGA.
The Professor of the Year speaks at the
December graduation, earning a high honor
at CCU. A student committee, composed of
students from each academic area, selects the
professor based on student nomination,
classroom observations, and an interview. Its
supposed to be professional. However, I'm
not so sure with the amount of lazy work
effort, so far. Only a small percentage of the
students vote for this honor already, why
shrinken that number. With no publicity or
preparation, at all, don't expect to get a ]ot of
"voter" turnout.

discussed my favorites in the
performance and best picture
area. Those in no way were
the actual nominees; just
something fun I thought I
might indulge you in! For the
real nominees, look on the
opposite page.
I've still got a lot more
ground to cover from last
time: directing, foreign films,
writing, scoring. These might
not be as interesting as acting
or best picture, but these
important nominations are
fascinating to look for while
watching a film. Try it
sometime, after a few tries it
will become second nature
while watching films. But
before I go into the writing,
directing, and technical
aspects, I want to quickly
include some "runners up"
that got left out of the last
issue. Honorable Mentions,
Actress: Franke Potente for
Run Lola Run (foreign film),
Mira Sorvino for Summer of
Sam, and Susan Sarandon for
Anywhere But Here, Reese
Witherspoon for Election.
(~inuHndIhadnots~n

Mayl SRep in Music of The
Heart, Sipmey Weaver in
Map of The World, and Sarah
~olley in Guinevere, all of
whom are supposed to be
wonderful). Honorable
Meations, Actor: Johnny
Depp for Sleepy Hollow,
Matt Damon for The
Talented M r. Ripley, John
Leguizamo for Summer of
Sam, and of course, Robert
Deniro in Analyze This
(sorry, I know its not his best
role, but I loved him in that!)
and of course, Tom HankS for
The Green Mile, Nicolas
Cage for Bringing Out The
Dead. (Keep in mind, I have
not seen Bob Hoskins in
Felicia's Journey or Phillip
Seymour Hoffman in
Flawless, both are suppose to
be great.) Honorable

Mentions, Supporting
Actress: Diane Venora for
The Insider, Cate Blatchett
for Pushing Tin, An Ideal
Husband, and The Talented
Mr. Ripley, Natalie Portman
for Anywhere But Here,
Emily Watson in Angela's
Ashes and The Cradle Will
Fall . Honorable Mentions
Supporting Actor: Ving
Rhames for Bringing Out
The Dead, Jude Law and
Phillip Seymour Hoffman for

The Talented Mr. Ripley,

Phillip Seymour Hoffman for· Laura Jones, although it may
as well be Frank McCourt
credited as its so true to his
words), The Talented Mr.
Ripley
by
Anthony
Minghella and Patricia
Highsmith, Sleepy Hollow by
Kevin Yagher and Tom
last time how the choices for Stoppard, Bringing Out The
Best Picture disturbed me. ..Dead by Paul Schrader, The
Screen writing is another Green Mile by Frank
one of my favorite topics and Darabont.
The nomination for best
it is sort of a dream of mine.
There are two divisions of director is one of the most
screenwriting, one being for importan~ considering how
the writers who turn novels much control they have over
and plays to scr~nplays; the production. This year, three
second is original screenplay, out of the five directors
scripts penned completely nominated are all fIrst time
from
the
writer's directors. This is an
imagination. Most of the extremely rare phenomenon,
iconoclastic, important filmS and I have a feeling 1999
did not win under Best truly is ushering in a new
Picture, but under best generation of directors for the
original
screenplay. next millenium. Here's my
Examples: 1994, Pulp picks for Best Director:
Fiction wins screenplay, Spike Jonze for Being John
Forest Gump wins picture. Malkovich, David Fincher
So, screenplay awards are for Fight Club, Frank
very importan~ in partiCUlar, Darabont for The Green
original ones. These authors Mile, Sam Mendes for
work hard, so I am going to American Beauty, Michael
credit their names no matter Mann for The Insider, David
how unkpown they may be Lynch for The Straight Story.
to us all. Ori..... I baft to noee PIul Thomas
Screenplay: So !lIMY pat Aaderson f~ hi, uncanny
ones~ Agaia, t is year's ability to <li.tm acton . .
nominations were DOt toe belt perforaaaus ever ia
great. But here are my top Magnolia, Mike Leigh for
five followed by some extras. making film magic in Topsvy
Holy Smoke by Jane and Turvy, Spike Lee for trying
Anna Campion, Lovers of something new and getting
The Arctic Circle (foreign, great results in his crude, but
Spain) by Julio Medem, well down Summer of Sam,
American Beauty by Alan Tim Burton for making
Ball, Being John Malkovich horror so fantastical and
by Charlie Kaufman (my . beautiful in Sleepy Hollow.
fav), Magnolia by Paul And of course, Martin
Thomas Anderson also, The Scorse e for Bringing Out
Dreamlife ofAngels (foreign, the Dead, and Stanley
France) by Erick Zonka and Kubrick for Eyes Wide Shut,
Roger Bohbo~ Run Lola Run two genius directors who
(foreign, German) by Tom opened the way for modem
Tykwer, Three Kings by cinema, and continue to push
David 0' Russell, Topsvy the medium.
Turvy by
Mike Leigh,

Magnolia, Chris Cooper in
American Beauty, Robert
Carlyle for Angela's Ashes.
Honorable
Mentions,
Picture: The Loss of Sexual
Innocence and Summer of
Sam, I know I complained

Sweet and
Lowdown
by Woody
Allen, The

Straight
Story
by
D a v i d
Lynch.
Adapted:
some great
choices here
too! Fight
Club (my
fav) by Jim
U his,

Angela's
Ashes by
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Girlfriend's monthly cramps
Two roommates for price of on
leave boyfriend broken-hearted leave home owner in dilemma

D

D

EARHARLA
EARHARLA,
I recently purchased a house and
I am 18 years old and my girlfriend i
17. We have been together for about 11 moved in with two roommate . One of my
roommate has begun a eriou relation hip
months now. It is kind of a weird situation
but here goes. My girlfriend is going to have and has his girlfriend pend the night quite
to get a Pap Smear. Whenever she i on her often. He asked me for an extra ey 0 h
would have acce s if necessary, but he has
period, she ge~ real bad cramps and the
might put her on birth control to help take been spending much more time then
expected. When my roommate orks nigh
the pain away.
she lets herself in and pends the night.
. Before I go any further, I want to
She live a significant distance
haven t even seen her with her clothes
away so it is more convenient for
off yet. All we have done is kiss. This
her but the amount of .me he
might ound a little weird, but it
spends over has become irritating
makes me very ad that someone
for me. Occasional gue tare
even though I know it is a doctor, is
acceptable, but I think I've got two
going to see her with her clothe off
roommates
for the price of one.
before I even do.
, ,
The whole thing just gives me a ' - - - - - . . Do you feel it i acceptable to limit
very sad, weird, and confusing feeling all at roommate guest visits?
2 for J Roommate
once. I can't stop thinking about it I keep
thinking about someone else screwing
around with her down there when I haven't Dear Roommate,
I agree - you never asked to ha e orne
even done anything with her down there yet.
half-naked
girl tiptoeing around your hou e
It's crazy, but it breaks my heart.
at
all
hours
of
the night in her little lace teddy
If anyone out there even comes clo e to
and
bikini
bottom
. It might be your place,
understanding me, please help me! I feel like
your
mortgage,
but
it s not your place to just
I'm the only person who has ever gone
make
new
rule
.
through anything like this.
With that said your roommate s
Is this childish? What can I do?
girlfriend
seems to be abusing her key
Incredibl ' upset
privileges. It's irritating she' hanging out
when he' not 'aroun . If ibis i the issue
Dear Upset,
address
it. If she wants to come over and
Your girlfriend NEEDS to see a doctor
wait
for
him maybe she could come a little
and she NEEDS your support.
later
and
just go to sleep rather than hanging
It's not childish and you're not the only
There
s nothing wrong with being
out.
one going through this, but understand the
situation: Your girlfriend is going through honest with the guy. It's your place and you
need your space.
intense pain each month and there i
But keep in mind - next time it might
someone who can help ease her pain. It's
be your girlfriend tiptoeing around at
normal for a teenage girl to visit this kind
midnight.
of doctor- very normal.
If you can't stop thinking these thoughts,
Harlan is not a licensed psychologist,
try to figure out why you're having such a
therapist or physician, but he is a licensed
hard time dealing with her visit. I'm only
driver.
wondering if this whole thing might be
Write Help Me, Harlan via e-mail at
stirring something deeply rooted in your past
harlan@helpmeharlan.com or through the
that's making you so incredibly
web at http://www.helpmeharlan.com.
uncomfortable.
Send letters c/o Help Me, Harlan, 2506 .
Take this opportunity to help yourself.
Clark,
Suite 223, Chicago, ~ 60614. All
She's seeing a doctor to ease her pain letters
submitted
become the property of
you should definitely talk to a psychologist
the
column.
or therapist to ease yours.

,. !II

~'"

on you so drawing m re attention
to yourself OIl't help any ituation.

Why do bras, Ii e the is-hour bra,
come
ime limi ?
The female bras iere originated from the
once worn fashion caps on the heads of many
coachmen. The e fa hion cap were the
identifying ranks of a coachman the bigger
the cap the higher the ran . One of the per
of a high ran i that the higher ran . ng
coachman got better acces to the alet
parking after dropping their masters off to
their destination.
Anyway at the "Prince
Pic ing
Jamboree," all the coachman·were lined
according to their respective ran in the
carriage lot This Jamboree was the hopeles
attempt that all the lonely royalty would find
a suitable soulmate. But as for the coachmen
it was an absolute headache. Each ear every
eligible prince and prince from the
kingdom would attend and that made traffic
unbearable for the lower ranking coachmen
having to park the furthest away.
This brought about the "Small Cap
Revolt" They were tired of ha ing to put up
with all the traffic, so they resorted to ~
Cinderella Technique. They called upon her
fairy godmother for assistance and she as
willing to help. When sbe tried to warn them
about the side effects though, she couldn't
get their attention. TIley were so excited with
their bigger ~s that they weren't paying
attention to anything else.
That night at the Jamboree. the revolters
got better parking than they imagined. The

night
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Calendar
• Wednesday, March 8
Civi1 rights lea~er. MyrJie EversWilliams, originally scheduled to
speak March 8 as part of the
annual
African-American
Celebration, has cancelled her
appearance due to illness. For
more infonnation, call 349:2304.

· Entertainment Guide
Mark Sterner s life changed
drastically when three of his best
friends and fraternity brothers were
kiJ1ed in an impaired driving car
crash during spring break in 1994.
He was driving the car. Instead of
great spring break memories,
Sterner ended up with 3 felony
convictions and pent three years
in jail.
He would have been the first
one in his family to graduate from
college; now he is the first to do
jail time.
Out to live it up on their last
night on Sanibel Island. Florida,
Sterner and four friends did not
de ignate a ober driver. Instead
they chose the "least drunk" person
to shuttle them to the next bar.
Te t after the accident showed
that, with a blood alcohol level of
.1 7 to his friends' .22 or greater,
Sterner was indeed the least drunk.
But that didn't change the tragic
outcome.
"Would my friends be married
now?" Sterner wonders. "Would
they have kids? I don't know. I'll
wonder 'what if' for the rest of my
life."
He doesn't want others to have
to ask themselve the same
questions, so Sterner shares his
message with high school and
college students across the country.

• Thursday, March 9
St. Patrick's reading wi}] be at 6
p.m. Thursday, March 9 at Kimbel
222. Bring your favorite green
material to read. Green
refreshments will be served.

Choosing to drink and drive while on spring break. Mark Sterner was behind the wheel when a one-car
crash claimed the lives of three of his friends.

He has spoken to more than
300,000 students since 1995.
Mark has received requests to
appear on Oprah, Monte~ Geraldo,
20120, and 48 Hours. He has denied
these requests for two reasons.
First, he feels his pre entation i
most powerful in person. Second,
out of consideration for his friends'
families, sterner does not want
national media attention that might
cause them to have to relive tragedy.
That is why he allows only campus
media to cover his programs. 1be
families of Sterner's friends have
encouraged his efforts to prevent
impaired driving, and supported his
reduced prison sentence so he could
share his story.
Wearing his orange prison
uniform, Sterner shows a video the

The Reign of WWF
By Rebecca Wright
For the Chanticleer

The
World
Wrestling
Federation has finally conquered
the World Championship
Wrestling in the ratings war.
WWF regained their title as
champ from the' fledgling
company, WCW, and WWF has
taken it to another level.
In order to beat WCW, WWF
has taken on the hardcore image,
similar to the' Extreme
Championship Wrestling, a
fledgling pro-wrestling syndicate.
WWF had its share of good
matches, but when they started
allowing wrestlers from ECW to

enter their rings, all 'hell' broke
loose.
The result of more gore,
profanity, nudity and violence, is
higher ratings for WWF. WCW
started to feel the clutch in 1997,
when Stone Cold Steve Austin and
his "Austin 3:16" catch plJrase
kicked into high gear. WCW had
Goldberg to stop that menace, but
more and more celebrities with
personality were emerging in
WWF. WCW has wrestlers that
were past their prime and the fans,
particularly the young fans, wanted
new faces that they can relate to.
Now, with wrestlers like The
Rock, Chris lehrico, Chyna.
Rikishi, Austin, The Undertaker,

men made of that fateful night.
Images of laughing college kids
driving from one bar to the next,
downing shots of alcohol and
dancing, are followed by still
photos of the car after the crash.
In a powerful presentation,
Sterner asks tudents not to make
the same mistakes he did.
Overwhelmingly, they respond to
his message.
.
"If anything is going to affect
whether students drink and drive,
that was it," said one college student
who heard Sterner's program.
On March 9 at 6 p.m., in
Wheelwright Auditorium, Sterner
will bring his message to CoastaL
For more information, call the
Office of Student Activities at 3492301.
Kane and Cactus Jack, WCW could
no longer compete. The WWF has
considered another field to go to,
which is football. Vince McMahon,
owner of WWF, decided to create
the Extreme Football League,
which he claims will not compete
with the National Football League,
The XFL was created to give the
people what they want after the
football season is over.
The type of football McMahon
is talking about is "smash mouth"
football. There wiJI not be as much
as those "pesky" rules as in the
NFL, such as face mask penalties
or dress codes. The camera man
will get into the huddles and the
viewer will actually see what is
going on in the huddle and on the
side lines. McMahon wants the
people to feel what the players are

About Mark Sterner
A member of Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity, Sterner was a
senior majoring in marketing at
Johnson & Wa1es University when
he learned a powerful lesson.
Irrevocably changed by the
incident, he began a crusade to
educate, persuade or just plain scare
other students to wake up to the
dangers of drinking and driving.
He voluntarily spoke to more
than 100,000 people at high
schools, colleges, juvenile
detention centers and other
community forums during his
incarceration.
Sterner was released ·from
prison Nov. 16, 1996, and remains
on probation until 2008.

feeling.
All in all, WWF is reigning in
the ratings war and the toy market.
The WCW will have to come up
with another agenda to get back into
the playing field to compete with
theWWF.

• Friday, March 10
Elena Poniatowska, a leading
Latin American writer, will speak
at 10:30 a.m. Friday, March 10 at
the Wall Auditorium. The event is
free and open to the public. For
more information, call the
department of foreign languages
at 349-2467.
• March 22
The Chicago Brass Quartet joins
with the gospel of the Brown
Family singers at 7:30 p.m. March
22 in
the Wh elwrlght
Auditorium. Admission is $15
$10 for students under age 18. For
more information call the
Wheel wright box office at 3492502.
• Marcb 28
David Bankston, tenor, with guest
artist, Robert Galbraith, baritone,
will perform at 7:30 p.m. March
28 in the Wall Auditorium.
Admission is free. For more
information, call the Wheelwright
box office at 349-2502.

• March 29·30
Sankofa-African American
Museum on Wheels exhibit will
be March 29 - 30 in the Wall
Auditorium. It bighlights
contributioos of famous African
Americans and leey celebndiODS
of the culture from 1860
present. For more infOl8latlOD
call the Office of MultiCu1tUra1
9

Student Services at 34~2304.

